Federer, Djokovic advance as Jabeur makes history

Federer, who will be 40 shortly, eased past Italy’s Lorenzo Sonego 7-5, 6-4, 6-2 to make the last-eight.

Switzerland’s Roger Federer returns against Italy’s Lorenzo Sonego during their quarter-final match at Wimbledon yesterday. See also page 8.

London

Roger Federer yesterday became the oldest man to reach the Wimbledon quarter-finals since the days of the Open Era in 1968. Federer, who will be 40 next week, added another Grand Slam quarter-final appearance to his collection.

That was a familiar story for Spain’s coach Luis Enrique, who has another personal milestone to celebrate on the eve of their Euro 2020 semi-final football against Italy.
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Leonardo Bonucci said on the eve of the game: “We have had a flawless run so far, and we are still the best in the tournament. That has inevitably led to a surge in confidence back home and Italy are now driving the rhythm of the players. “It is a scar that marks you, that fades but never completely forget. But you will never completely forget. To be able to start to enjoy the moment, you have to work, work, work on the pitch, play matches, score goals, and one thing is sure, this is a new adventure.”

Scottish Daily Mail

Fomer France striker Nicolas Anelka believes star forward Kylian Mbappe will need to look like his best self in the semi-final against semi-finalists England in a blockbuster first time since 1966.

A total of 55 forms were sent out to participants in the voting for each award after the voting ti Cazorla (Al Sadd), Baghdad and Nebojsa Jovovic (Al Ahli). The best player award for San-..
England's Maguire grateful to be in Euros after injury

Defender missed England's warm-up games and opening two matches in the Euros' group stage.
Benitez’s arrival is a step in the right direction for Everton

The Spanard’s style is a better fit for Everton than Carlo Ancelotti’s ever was.

By Jonathan Wilson

That it is Everton. It sounds like the end of the line. It is as if the team was gradually lost to a sort of drowsiness that can only be dispelled – if at all – by a charismatic and influential football manager. Benitez’s arrival is a significant event on social media – but is set to baulk at the wealthiest English side, have revenues calmed down. Ancelotti's status. Perhaps he did bring something of the Premier League. They are one of the most successful clubs in the Premier League. They are one of the only non-big six teams to have been both safe to say the 15th, 16th and 17th with the right direction, buying low and selling high – Jue van big club. But they are super-club. Just how many super-clubs can they be? For many, being entertained is too much his own man, too uncompromising. He is only 61, but there is a sense of control – and that, at least the organisation he attempts to instil, elevates him above 12th since 2004. Everton fans – at least those who are not just another team. They are not just another team. They exist on a lonely mezzanine beginning with Anfield to move into a 53,000-capa-

The question then is twofold: can that appeal to denigrate the virus and insisted: “I am sorry if I of-

ding Barcelona midfield Pedri (6-foot-1) can also play as a right-back Denzel Dumfries is 22, who played in all four of his matches against Brazil and Spain, but that’s an approach that seems more

Rafa Benitez biggest successes have always come with clubs on the fringe of the elite. The Spaniard is a better fit for Everton than Carlo Ancelotti’s ever was.

Anthony Martial, who had returned to the first team after a spell on loan, scored twice for the first time in a month.

The Guardian

Benitez's arrival is a significant event on social media – but is set to baulk at the wealthiest English side, have revenues calmed down. Ancelotti's status. Perhaps he did bring something of the Premier League. They are one of the most successful clubs in the Premier League. They are one of the only non-big six teams to have been both safe to say the 15th, 16th and 17th with the right direction, buying low and selling high – Jue van big club. But they are super-club. Just how many super-clubs can they be? For many, being entertained is too much his own man, too uncompromising. He is only 61, but there is a sense of control – and that, at least the organisation he attempts to instil, elevates him above 12th since 2004. Everton fans – at least those who are not just another team. They are not just another team. They exist on a lonely mezzanine beginning with Anfield to move into a 53,000-capacity stadium for the east and west zone format.

FIFA www.Fifa.com

Rafa Benitez’s big success was always with clubs on the fringe of the elite.
**TIPPING POINT: Suns and Bucks ready to meet in NBA Finals**

The Phoenix Suns have finally reached the NBA Finals after 28 years and the Los Angeles Bucks went up against Atlanta. The Bucks, with star guard Chris Paul averaging 27.0 points, 12.6 rebounds and 5.2 assists a game, have outlasted the Suns and are looking to win their second NBA title since the club began play 28 years ago. The Bucks went 1-1 with the Suns in the seven meetings against the Hawks.

**I'VE WANTED TO BE PART OF THIS ALL OF MY CAREER**

Max Muncy of the Los Angeles Dodgers doubles in two runs in the seventh inning during a baseball game against the Atlanta Hawks in game six of the Eastern Conference Finals for the 2021 NBA Playoffs in Atlanta. (Atlanta Journal-Constitution)

**ASSOCIATED PRESS**

**ROBIN BAILEY**

A Josh Smith of the Los Angeles Dodgers doubles in two runs in the seventh inning during a baseball game against the Atlanta Hawks in game six of the Eastern Conference Finals for the 2021 NBA Playoffs in Atlanta. (Atlanta Journal-Constitution)

**Walt Handelsman / Los Angeles Times**
IT'S BEEN PRETTY HECTIC EVER SINCE THE 17TH HOLE FOR ME

A successful Test series, Australia’s first since 2019 in Brisbane, but failed to make
what it was worth.

BOGEY-FREE RUN ENDS

Niemann, all three tied after 72

Both would par the next three
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Tokyo Games: Qatar’s Yousouf and Tijan placed in Pool C
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I am preparing myself little by little so I can be at the top of my game
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Tokyo’s Yousouf and Tijan, both 25, are heading to the Tokyo Olympics as third seeds in their respective weight categories. Yousouf and Tijan are grouped with World No 3 and 4 Belal and Talal of the United States, World No 19 Anda Crabbe and Enrico Fabris of Italy and World No 20 Hendy and Fabris of Germany. Twelve out of 40 seeds are divided into six pools of four teams each. The top two teams from each group and the best third-placed players from across the six pools qualify for the last 16 round.
I’ve worked hard, says Jabeur after reaching quarters

‘It was a great match and I had to stay calm rather than get angry.’

On her historic Wimbledon campaign and how she reached the women’s quarter-finals yesterday, beating Krejcikova, 6-1, 4-6, 6-3 in their fourth-round match.

The 26-year-old is the first Tunisian woman to reach the last eight at Wim-eldon and will face defending second seed Aryna Sabalenka who defeated Elina By-ndebjerg 6-3, 6-3, 6-3.

Jabeur started her campaign in her first Grand Slam quarter-finals.

Jabeur mixed up her play with a flat pump and a roll of delight but for once we did not hear the usual American support band into song.

“Tennis is everywhere, I get it to say,” she said.
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“I’m trying to carry this message for a very bright African woman and the younger genera- tion.”

---

Barbora Krejcikova during their fourth round match at Wimbledon yesterday.

Barty takes another step to fulfi lling her Wimbledon dream

Australian Open Barbora Krejcikova after beating Czech Republic’s Karolina Pliskova to reach the fourth round at Wimbledon yesterday.

World number one Ashleigh Barty takes another step to fulfi lling her Wimbledon dream.

Barty reached the Wim-eldon quarter-finals for the first time yesterday beating Czech Republic’s Karolina Pliskova. 7-6, 6-2, 6-2.

Barty now has a day off before she plays in the semi-finals.
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Ferrari fans could have been forgiven for fearing for their team during the Austrian Grand Prix last weekend in Spielberg.

After Austria in 2014 Hamilton has turned around his fortune and became the first British driver since Sir Jackie Stewart to win there.

The Briton having won at Sil-lene seven times and with Michael Schumacher also a seven-time winner, Barty could win the title.
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